President Obama:
Don’t just talk peace, take action. Cancel Nuclear Modernization
plans and take steps towards a world without nuclear weapons.
President Obama, your trillion-dollar nuclear modernization plans will
make us less secure. Former Secretary of Defense William Perry
agrees, the LRSO in particular is a threat to our security. And, we
know that new weapons systems will proliferate. The best way to stop
terrorist groups from acquiring nuclear weapons is to abolish these
weapons. Instead of investing in weapons systems we should never
use, let’s invest in programs we need: for example, criminal justice
reform, public education and infrastructure.
Please take these steps towards a world free of nuclear weapons:
1. Cancel plans to modernize our nuclear weapons arsenal.
2. Take our missiles oﬀ of hair-trigger alert.
3. Implement the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
4. Commit that the U.S. will never be the first to use nuclear weapons.
Sincerely,
Name:
Address Line 1:
Address Line 2:
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"We may not be able to eliminate
man’s capacity to do evil, so nations
and the alliances that we form must
possess the means to defend
ourselves. But among those nations
like my own that hold nuclear
stockpiles, we must have the
courage to escape the logic of fear
and pursue a world without them.
We may not realize this goal in my
lifetime, but persistent eﬀort can roll
back the possibility of catastrophe.
We can chart a course that leads to
the destruction of these stockpiles.
We can stop the spread to new
nations and secure deadly
materials from fanatics."
President Obama
Hiroshima Visit in May 2016
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